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Report says students lack humanities

Professor agrees, but says resources are here

by Jane Bailey
Staff Writer

Two UMO administrators and a history professor gave their views on an article that appeared in the Maine Campus on 11/26/84 that said, "Many American college graduates lack 'even the most rudimentary knowledge' of history literature and philosophy." The article was based on a report compiled by William J. Bennett, chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities. President Arthur Johnson said, "I think we do pretty well. I don't think we are narrowly focused." Johnson said the UMO system has a lot of unrecognized, untapped talent.

"There is not the same kind of funding for the humanities as hard sciences," he said. "Students are more vocationally oriented. Johnson said he thought all students at the university were adequately exposed to the humanities. All majors are required to take humanities electives and UMO is better qualified to teach in these areas than some other schools. He said some colleges and universities do graduating students without providing a good humanities education, but UMO is not one of them.

Elaine Gershman, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, said UMO offers an excellent opportunity for students to study the humanities, but not all students are aware of the opportunities and many do not take advantage of what the university has to offer. "Humanists study and view the world differently in each discipline," she said. Humanities are the cornerstone of education. Gershman said the College of Arts and Sciences is re-evaluating the humanities curriculum and some changes are being made to insure students are getting a rounded education.

She said some of the problems the article suggested may be within technological programs outside the College of Arts and Sciences. Johnson, however, said he sees no problems in any department of the university concerning the proper exposure to the humanities.

He said all students attending the university must have at least 11 credit hours in humanities to graduate. The humanities include: art, English, foreign languages and literature, honors courses, history, philosophy, dance, music and theater.

Associate professor of history, Jay Bregman, said humanities are the foundation of life. By studying the works of Plato and Bach, he said, "one can examine the foundations and the future of philosophy and music. He said that although UMO has the resources to work with, he has to agree with the article. "The difference is between education and training," he said.

Bregman said many students are trained to make a better living, but are not educated to live better. He said not many students have a grasp on the important things in human life.

He said students should have at least two years of a foreign language at the university. "If Canada steps up its effort to stop acid rain, even though the proposal in its last session, the House rejected Reagan administration has decided to wait for more research before acting. If Canada steps up its effort to stop acid rain, "it gives them more credibility" when pressing Washington to do the same, Mitchell said. Asked whether acid rain threatens the favorable climate in the relations between Ottawa and Washington since Mulroney took office, the senator said, "I think it's a very serious concern." Mitchell, meanwhile, continues trying to sell his idea for a U.S.-Canadian joint economic commission to Canada's leaders. He said people of other nations laugh at the educational system of the United States because students are not taught the basic, classical rules of humanity. The university of Maine is making an effort to enhance the humanities said Mitchell, who met for a half-hour with Senator Bob Pack, Maine's ambassador to the United Nations. University of Maine at Orono student newspaper since 1875.
**World/U.S. News**

**Unexpected vacation for 430,000 students**

**Talks breakdown, Chicago teachers to strike**

CHICAGO (AP) — Negotiations broke off Sunday between teachers and school officials in the nation’s third-largest school district, setting up a midnight strike that would idle 430,000 students and up to 40,000 employees.

We will be striking, said Chicago Teachers Union spokesman Chuck Burdette, as he left board headquarters at 6:40 a.m., after all-night talks ended.

The announcement on the breakdown in talks came despite a board offer that satisfied one of the union’s most pressing demands, on medical insurance.

Major union issues in the dispute are pay and the school board’s cost-cutting plans.

26.1 percent of state prisoners return to jail in 2 years

WASHINGTON (AP) — More than a quarter of state prisoners return to prison within two years of release and nearly three are back within three years, the Justice Department reported Sunday in a study of selected states.

Based on the pilot study, the department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics said it appeared that half or more of the returned prisoners were sent back to prison for new crimes rather than violations of parole rules.

Living data from 14 states the bureau found that 7.9 percent of released inmates were back in prison within one year, 12.4 percent within two years and 21.5 percent within three years.

The 14 states were California, Colorado.
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Cuban refugees to gain U.S. citizenship

MIAMI (AP) — About 125,000 Cuban students who fled their homeland in the 1960-"freedom flotilla" boatlift can apply for U.S. residency beginning Monday, and officials say they may eventually bring in more than 500,000 relatives who were left behind.

The refugees and their families could change the face of culture and politics in southern Florida, where most are expected to settle.

"A majority of the people want to bring relatives from Cuba," said Juan Clark, a sociology professor at Miami-Dade Community College where last spring surveyed 514 randomly selected refugees here.

The Cubans came to Florida during the boatlift from the port of Mariel from April 15 to Oct. 15, 1980, after Cuban President Fidel Castro expressed his indifference to their leaving. They have since lived in a legal limbo, unable to return to their relatives in Cuba.

But as of Monday, "Marielites" can apply for the Immigration and Naturalization Service for residency under the Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966, which allowed Cubans who fled Castro's government in the 1950s to eventually seek citizenship in the United States.

The recent immigrants had been barred from filing under the 1966 act because Congress had hoped to pass new immigration laws. But the failure to pass such legislation prompted the Reagan administration to let them apply under the 1966 law after all.

The only Marielites who will not be allowed to register for residency are some 1,000 who are being held in U.S. prisons because they were convicted of crimes while in Cuba.

ATTENTION SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS!

The Air Force has openings for young men and women majoring in selected science and engineering fields: Aeronautical Engineering, General Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Physics and Computer science.

For information call 942-0652 or call 942-0627 after 6 p.m.

Female roommate wanted 1 bedroom spacious room $50/month includes everything: gas, electric, water, very nice apartment. 945-5450.
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by Berke Breathed

Police Blotter

by Patti B. Fink

Staff Writer

A Delta Tau Delta member
reported the theft of two stereo
speakers and a color TV set from
the fraternity house between 10
a.m. Nov. 22 and 3 p.m. Nov. 24.
The estimated value of the items
is $350.

A Kennebec Hall resident
reported some unknown person(s)
entered her locked room and
removed about $12 in dimes from
her desk drawer Monday.

David C. Moore, 386 South
Main St. Old Town, was issued a
summons on the Belgrade Road
spur for failing to stop at a stop
sign at 7:53 p.m. Monday.

A report will be sent to the con-
duct officer on Steven F. Munson,
310 Somerset Hall, on his alleged
use of a birthdate-altered Connec-
ticut license at a local variety store
at 9:20 p.m. Monday.

Craig R. Skeffington, 9 Cooper
St., Old Town, was issued a sum-
mons at 8:10 a.m. Tuesday for
operating a motor vehicle over the
posted speed limit. Skeffington's
alleged speed was 33 mph on Long
Road which is a 20 mph zone.
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Tip O'Neill expected to remain as speaker

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Constitution doesn't specify that the speaker of the House of Representatives be a member of Congress. But the tradition is a long one, and it will be upheld this week as Democrats meet to nominate Rep. Thomas O'Neill Jr. for a fifth and presumably final term.

The burly, white-haired Massachusetts lawmaker, the top-ranking elected Democrat in the national government and President Reagan's chief congressional nemesis, has announced plans to retire in 1986 at the end of the 99th Congress.

O'Neill, 71, who has served as speaker since 1977, was expected to win renomination for the job easily Monday at a caucus of House Democrats.

Conservative Democrat Charles Stenholm of Texas, who earlier said he was considering dropping the bid after winning concessions from the speaker that conservatives would have a greater voice in the House next session.

The choice of O'Neill must be ratified by the full House in January, in a vote that traditionally is a straight-party formality.

Despite setbacks early in Reagan's first term, O'Neill has ruled the House with a firmer hand than any speaker since the end of World War II other than the near-legendary Sam Rayburn of Texas, who served from 1940-1941.

And, over the next two years, Reagan and his allies in Congress will almost certainly be forced to win O'Neill's cooperation in getting the administration's budget-cutting and tax initiatives through Congress.

O'Neill's new Senate counterpart, Robert Dole of Kansas, was selected last week by Senate Republicans in a contested five-way race to succeed the retiring Howard B. Baker of Tennessee.

While O'Neill and Dole occupy the top jobs in the political hierarchy of their respective chambers, their power differs widely—with O'Neill in command of a post of far greater built in authority than the one Dole will hold.

The position of speaker, engraved in the Constitution, is one of leadership over the entire House, Democrats as well as Republicans. By contrast, the job of Senate majority leader is simply a party post with little institutional authority.

Senate majority and minority jobs were not even created until 1893, roughly a full century after Congress began through Congress.

The Constitution designates the vice president of the United States as the top officer in the Senate, although it gives him or her the power to vote only in a tie. However, it gives senators the power to "choose their other officers, and also a president pro tempore, in the absence of the vice-president."

The speaker has far more authority over committee assignments, the scheduling of legislation, the conduct of floor debate and the distribution of fringe benefits than does the Senate majority leader.

And while the Senate leader must seek recognition from the floor like any other member, the House speaker wields the gavel and presides over the chamber.

The power of the Senate majority leader is further diminished by a byzantine set of rules that permits nearly unlimited debate on all bills and amendments and procedures that allow the offering of amendments totally unrelated to a bill's subject matter.

In the House, ground rules for debating bills—including the length of time the debate will take and specifying which amendments, if any, can be offered—are prescribed by the House Rules Committee, which O'Neill runs under the firm control of the speaker.

Nonetheless, the power of the speaker is not limitless, and O'Neill ran into serious management problems in 1981 and 1982 when his power was essentially usurped by a coalition of Republicans and conservative "Boll Weevil" Democrats.

O'Neill sat by powerless as one major Reagan initiative after another ripped through the House. At the time, some liberal Democrats raised public doubts about O'Neill's ability to lead, claimed he was out of step with the rank and file and suggested that the party needed a more dynamic leader.

Mother of burned child to undergo brain tests

LEWISTON (AP) — A neurologist is performing tests on an Auburn woman who died in the burning death of her daughter to see if the woman suffered brain damage in a car accident 11 days before her 4-year-old child was killed.

Superior Court Justice Jessie Briggs authorized the tests for Cynthia Palmer Friday at the request of Palmer's attorney.

The Androscoggin County Sheriff's Department said Saturday that Palmer, 29, had been taken to Central Maine Medical Center in Lewiston the day before and returned to jail.

Palmer and John Lane, 36, were both indicted for murder in the death of Angela Palmer, whose body was found inside an electric oven in the couple's Auburn apartment on Oct. 27. An autopsy showed that the child burned to death.

Lane has pleaded innocent. Palmer entered no plea herself as a Nov. 13 arraignment, and Briggs entered an innocent plea for her.

Briggs said Saturday no trial date has been set, and that pre-trial proceedings are expected to last for several months.

In a statement filed in Superior Court, Dr. Douglas Richardson said brain tests were needed to determine if Palmer suffered "injury due to an automobile accident on or about Oct. 27, 1984."

Officials said both defendants also are expected to undergo further psychological examination.

Basket to Rhoda

by Jon Rummeler

Staff Writer

The University of Maine's women's basketball team is gearing up for its third game of the season against the University of Rhode Island. The Rams topped the Black Bears 77-71 on Saturday evening.

In an effort which has behind it as many a flash of play in disarray as it has seen because of URI's full tide, the Rams have worked hard to get where they are now. The Rams, who have been playing with a quickness that has been hard to come-by, are 3-0 while the Black Bears are 1-1.

The Bears have a quickness that is their only advantage in the game. They have been able to keep the Rams from scoring points in the first half.

Henry completed Smith's 10 points and nine rebounds in the first half, battling for Smith's 10 points and nine rebounds in the first half. Henry completed Smith's 10 points and nine rebounds in the first half. Henry completed Smith's 10 points and nine rebounds in the first half. Henry completed Smith's 10 points and nine rebounds in the first half. Henry completed Smith's 10 points and nine rebounds in the first half. Henry completed Smith's 10 points and nine rebounds in the first half.

The Bears trailed at one point in the game, but rallied to tie the game at the half.

The Rams then went on a run to take the lead and never looked back, winning by a score of 77-71.
Basketball team loses to Rhode Island 64-60

by Jon Rummel
Staff Writer

The University of Rhode Island Rams stayed off a last minute comeback by the UMO men's basketball team Saturday night and departed the Bangor Auditorium with a 64-60 victory.

The Rams upped their season record to 3-0 while the Black Bears dropped to 1-2.

In an effort which saw the Bears fall behind by as many as 13 points twice, play in disarray much of the first half because of URI's full-court press and end the first half losing 38-31, the Bears treated the 2,200 vocal spectators to a valiant come-from-behind effort with 7:37 remaining in the game.
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Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer

The University of Minnesota-Duluth hockey team proved to be too tough an opponent for the Black Bears of UMOM as they posted 6-2, and 7-2 victories this weekend.

The No. 2 ranked Bulldogs increased their record to 12-3-1 as they dominated both games, while Minnesota-Duluth led six straight and seven in a row in league play dating back to a 1-0 loss to Michigan Tech on Nov. 3.

Maine's power play continues to be its biggest struggle as the Bears were unofficially 0-8 on the weekend while surrendering seven short-handed goals.

The Bulldogs' power play was just the opposite as it scored five times on eight opportunities.

Junior goalie Roy Roy started for Maine both nights and gave up a total of nine goals while turning aside 52 Bulldog shots.

Jean Lacoste replaced Roy midway through Friday's game and with 2:17 left in the first period on Saturday and surrendered four goals while making 27 saves.

New England loses to St. Louis 33-10, playoff hopes hurt

The Cardinals committed 19 turnovers in their last four games, losing three of them. But they turned three consecutive losses into 10 points in each of their last four games, establishing their dominance early and never lost it.

On the fifth play of New England's first possession, linebacker E.J. Junior goalie Ray Roy started for Maine both nights and gave up a total of nine goals while turning aside 52 Bulldog shots.

Jean Lacoste replaced Roy midway through Friday's game and with 2:17 left in the first period on Saturday and surrendered four goals while making 27 saves.

The sophomore goalie made the initial stop on Studnicka's shot as the puck fell to the crease. The referee, apparently lost in the moment, negated the goal. Roy Roy started for Maine both nights and gave up a total of nine goals while turning aside 52 Bulldog shots.

Jean Lacoste replaced Roy midway through Friday's game and with 2:17 left in the first period on Saturday and surrendered four goals while making 27 saves.

The Bears Hockey East record dips to 8-6 this year after the Bulldogs swept the series against the No. 2 ranked Bulldogs.

The Cards - 10 points Sunday to grab a 17-3 lead with 11:24 gone in the game. Of New England's total, 73 came on the ground. Its defense also recorded seven sacks.

In the first half, they had 15 first downs to three for New England and 220 yards outgained the Patriots 198 yards to 92.

After New England's Rod McSwain held New England to 96 yards, they had 15 first downs to three for New England and 220 yards outgained the Patriots 198 yards to 92.
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Harvard, BC beat women's swim team

by Rich Garven
Staff Writer

The UMO women's swim team lost to the Boston College Eagles 83-59 and the Harvard University Crimson 87-49 Saturday at Blodgett Pool in Cambridge, Mass.

Maine is now 2-3 on the season. Harvard also beat BC 90-51 to improve its record to 3-1. BC is 1-2 after splitting against the two teams.

UMO head coach Jeff Wren said the meet wasn't one of "our best efforts as a team."

"A lot of people seemed to be a little off physically," Wren said. "They had the break over Thanksgiving and came back a little out of shape and I worked them a little hard this week."

"It pointed out to them it's a seasonal plan and not (for) a meet on one day."

Wren's seasonal plan is designed for swimmers to peak at the championship meets (New England, National Collegiate Athletic Association championships) in February and March. Dual meets are used to improve an area in each swimmer's event(s).

"There's two very different aspects of the sport, where it relies on first place in the dual meets and depth in the championships," Wren said. "In the dual meet you try to show improvement in each kid, in each event. You can be totally successful and lose a meet."

BC won the opening event, the 200-yard medley relay, upsetting Harvard, with a time of 1:52.8. Harvard finished second in 1:53.5 and Maine third in 1:55.1.

"Our style swimmer Sally Baughman said the team "fell apart" after losing to BC in the relay."

"BC won the first relay and Harvard got second and that was an upset to us," Baughman said. "We thought Harvard would blow everyone away. I thought it started to fall apart when a few people 'bammed out' and that's contagious."

The good thing is next weekend (we swim) Springfield and UMass and we should do well against them."

Maine swims against Springfield College on Saturday and the University of Massachusetts on Sunday. Last season because of an injury.

In the next event, the 200-yard freestyle race, Baughman dropped out after her goggles fell off while diving into the pool. She wears contact lenses and said she wouldn't have been able to make the turns if either lens fell out.

UMO diving coach Rich Miller said BC and Harvard was the best competition the team would face this season before the New England championships.

"What we're doing with the New England people is establishing what it is we're working on and the look of us," Miller said. "We want to show our power against them."

Later in the meet freshman Laurie Negri dropped out of the 500-yard freestyle race after pulling a muscle on her left side. Wren said both Seigel's and Negri's injuries will be treated on a day-to-day basis. He said the incidents were costly to the team both point and morale wise.

"Sally and Laura both would have gotten points for us in their events," Wren said. "Not everything that happened was critical in terms of points, but it seemed to be a morale problem. (We're) asking what's going on here?"

Wren said Maine's strongest performances came in the freestyle and diving events.

Kathy Leahy (50-yard freestyle), Baughman (100-yard freestyle), Kathy Sherhan (50- and 100-yard freestyle) and Dawn Fitzgerald (200- and 500-yard freestyle) all placed in their respective events. Wren said Baughman's and Fitzgerald's times were fast for this time of the season.

Maine swept both the one- and three-meter diving events against BC and finished third on both boards against Harvard.

Amy Culver, Bryn Fenton and Bridget Sullivan finished first, second and third on one meter against BC with Culver's score placing her third against Harvard. Fenton, Maria Coornaraswamy and Sullivan swept three meters with Fenton finishing third vs. Harvard.
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Wren said Maine's strongest performances came in the freestyle and diving events.

Kathy Leahy (50-yard freestyle), Baughman (100-yard freestyle), Kathy Sherhan (50- and 100-yard freestyle) and Dawn Fitzgerald (200- and 500-yard freestyle) all placed in their respective events. Wren said Baughman's and Fitzgerald's times were fast for this time of the season.

Maine swept both the one- and three-meter diving events against BC and finished third on both boards against Harvard.

Amy Culver, Bryn Fenton and Bridget Sullivan finished first, second and third on one meter against BC with Culver's score placing her third against Harvard. Fenton, Maria Coornaraswamy and Sullivan swept three meters with Fenton finishing third vs. Harvard.

UMO diving coach Rich Miller said BC and Harvard was the best competition the team would face this season before the New England championships.

"What we're doing with the New England people is establishing what it is we're working on and the look of us," Miller said. "We want to show our power against them."

Later in the meet freshman Laurie Negri dropped out of the 500-yard freestyle race after pulling a muscle on her left side. Wren said both Seigel's and Negri's injuries will be treated on a day-to-day basis. He said the incidents were costly to the team both point and morale wise.

"Sally and Laura both would have gotten points for us in their events," Wren said. "Not everything that happened was critical in terms of points, but it seemed to be a morale problem. (We're) asking what's going on here?"

Wren said Maine's strongest performances came in the freestyle and diving events.

Kathy Leahy (50-yard freestyle), Baughman (100-yard freestyle), Kathy Sherhan (50- and 100-yard freestyle) and Dawn Fitzgerald (200- and 500-yard freestyle) all placed in their respective events. Wren said Baughman's and Fitzgerald's times were fast for this time of the season.

Maine swept both the one- and three-meter diving events against BC and finished third on both boards against Harvard.
North Carolina, BC win at Boston Garden

BOSTON (AP) — North Carolina, the nation's 19th ranked team, beat Boston College, ranked 26th, 82-76 Sunday in a college basketball doubleheader at the Boston Garden.

Daughterty, a 6-foot-11 junior, also grabbed 11 rebounds and blocked three shots while Stowe Hale contributed 17 points in the North Carolina romp over BC.

North Carolina, led by freshman guard Chris Scotti's 20 points, made 11 three-pointers, while BC, led by 12 points from Michael Jordan and Sam Perkins, made only five.

North Carolina made four consecutive 3-pointers to stretch its lead to 64-56 with 11:35 remaining in the contest. BC pulled within two points on a 6-0 run in the final 2:46, but sophomore guard Boysen's eight-straight points, followed by a Henry layup, and then pumped in eight more to give URI a commanding 23-10 lead with 1:55 remaining.

The Rams jumped out to an early lead of 12 points, but BC rallied in the second half for an 82-76 victory over Wake Forest Sunday in a college basketball doubleheader at the Boston Garden.

Wake Forest, which led 30-27 at halftime, was ahead 58-52 when BC began its move with 11:30 to go. BC pulled within two points on a basket and two free throws before Wake Forest's 5-foot-3 guard Tyronne Bogues went to the bench with four fouls.

Lee Garber scored a basket for Wake Forest, but Terence Talley and Presley scored on layups after steals, giving BC a 64-60 lead before Bogues was rushed back into action.

The Eagles held the lead the rest of the way, making six free throws while Wake Forest missed five in a row at one stretch. Adams finished with 15 points and 10 rebounds.

Benjamin's

11-2 Mon.-Fri. 5 minute service guaranteed or spendthrift Ben picks up tab and introducing Maine's only 60-second lunch.

9:30 a.m. Mon-Thurs, 9:30 Fri-Sat. Dine from the $5.95 Lunch.

4:00-1:00 7 days a week. The area's most popular meeting spot. ALWAYS ENTERTAINING.

Attitude

Be seen, be relaxed with the finest regulars in Maine - 7 days a week 4:00-8:00.

Readjustment

Entertainment

Maine from head to toe - 7 nights a week starting at 9:10. One dollar cover charge every night but Friday.

Benjamin's Weekly Drink Specials

Sunday - 50c draughts. Miller Lite and Michelob. Monday - 50c drafts. Miller Lite and Michelob. Tuesday - Lady's Night - Happy hour prices all night and no cover charge for ladies all night. $1.75 Margaritas and Smokey Tres. Thursday, Wednesday - Happy hour prices all night. $1.75 Margaritas, Nature Walk and Smokey Tres. Friday and Saturday - $1.75 surprise!

Banquets

Accepting reservations for groups up to 60 on Sunday.

123 Franklin Street, Bangor 942-7492

People in love with the restaurant business.

Entertainment Schedule

1: North Star
2-3: The Jenson's
4-5:6- Soundtrac
7-8: Room With A View
9-10:11: The Dogs
12-13: Riverside Drivers
14-15: X-Dreams
16-17: Buffalo Chip Tea
18-19-20: The Upsetters (Blues Over Easy)
21-22: The Urge
23-24-25: Just The Facts
26-27: Revolver
28-29-30: Glider
31: New Year's Eve! Randy Hawkes and The Overtones

Cut along this line

Benjamin's

Offers... Lunch

Lunch: 5-9 p.m. Mon-Thurs, 5-10 Fri-Sat. Dining from the $5.95 Lunch.

Dinner: 4:00-1:00 7 days a week. The area's most popular meeting spot. ALWAYS ENTERTAINING.

Attitude

Readjustment

Entertainment

Maine from head to toe - 7 nights a week starting at 9:10. One dollar cover charge every night but Friday.

Benjamin's Weekly Drink Specials

Sunday - 50c draughts. Miller Lite and Michelob. Monday - 50c drafts. Miller Lite and Michelob. Tuesday - Lady's Night - Happy hour prices all night and no cover charge for ladies all night. $1.75 Margaritas and Smokey Tres. Thursday, Wednesday - Happy hour prices all night. $1.75 Margaritas, Nature Walk and Smokey Tres. Friday and Saturday - $1.75 surprise!

Banquets

Accepting reservations for groups up to 60 on Sunday.

123 Franklin Street, Bangor 942-7492

People in love with the restaurant business.

Entertainment Schedule

1: North Star
2-3: The Jenson's
4-5-6- Soundtrac
7-8: Room With A View
9-10-11: The Dogs
12-13: Riverside Drivers
14-15: X-Dreams
16-17: Buffalo Chip Tea
18-19-20: The Upsetters (Blues Over Easy)
21-22: The Urge
23-24-25: Just The Facts
26-27: Revolver
28-29-30: Glider
31: New Year's Eve! Randy Hawkes and The Overtones